WALE UNVEILS OFFICIAL SINGLE “ON CHILL” FEATURING JEREMIH
LISTEN HERE

NEW ALBUM COMING SOON
July 12, 2019 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, Wale uncovers a brand-new single entitled “On
Chill [feat. Jeremih].” Get it HERE via Warner Records.
The GRAMMY® Award-nominated multi-platinum Washington, D.C. rapper/poet/agitator and
iconoclast serves up his signature slick wordplay over a sultry minimal beat. Produced by LT
Mo and Va, Wale winds up vivid verses for a lover, promising to “modify your energy” before
declaring, “If we good, that’s good enough.” Meanwhile,
Jeremih carries a soulful and sharp refrain that’s hypnotic and hummable. This marks a reunion for the
two stars who turned up together on 2014’s gold-certified “The Body.” Once again, they deliver a
banger that borders hip-hop and R&B and elevates to new territory at the same time.

The single arrives on the heels of the critically-acclaimed track “Gemini (2
Sides)." HYPEBEAST highlighted the song's “emphasis on Wale’s rich
lyricism,” while UPROXX claimed, “Given some of his biggest singles have been the ones praising
women (see: ‘Bad’ and ‘Lotus Flower Bomb’), it’s only right that he starts off the next phase of his
career on his best foot.”
Fresh off the heels of an unforgettable Afrobeat mash-up at Essence Music Festival with
Estelle, Wale is hard at work on his sixth full-length album, slated for release this fall.
ABOUT WALE:
There’s only one Wale. Since arriving in 2006, he has consistently gone against the grain. An old school
lyricist with new school energy, otherworldly hooks and a sense of irony tailormade for its
own Seinfeld episode, he instantly set himself apart. 2008’s
inventive Mixtape About Nothing cemented him as a critical favorite and preceded the major label
debut Attention Deficit in 2009. Bowing at #2 on the Billboard Top 200, the now-classic and goldcertified Ambition yielded the GRAMMY® Award-nominated platinum-selling “Lotus Flower
Bomb.” Two more blockbusters followed as The Gifted [2013] and The Album About Nothing [2015]
both crashed the Billboard Top 200 at #1 back-to-back. Shine [2017] gave the
world “My PYT” as Wale continued dropping heat. Along the way, Wale covered magazines such
as Complex, Billboard, XXL and Vibe, and would receive honors at the BET Awards, BET Hip-Hop
Awards, Soul Train Awards and more. To date, Wale has achieved four platinum or multi-platinum
singles, three gold singles and two gold albums. Wale has over 6 million monthly listeners on Spotify
and has reached over half a billion channel views on YouTube.
Wale also made history as “the first rapper to open the State Of The Union,” gracing the stage with
an unforgettable performance before President Obama’s final State Of The Union Address. A regular
guest of the First Family, he participated in First Lady Michelle Obama’s “Reach Higher” initiative for
higher education as well. Expanding his cultural influence, Wale teamed up with Villa for a limitededition line of sneakers. These included the Asics “Bottle Rocket,” the Timberland “Gift Box Set” and
the VILLA x Wale x ASIC Gel Lyte III "IC Champion.” Wale’s label imprint, Every Blue
Moon, encompasses the scope of his creative vision with musicians, comedians and screenwriters
under its umbrella.
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